I Semester B.A./B.Sc./B.Com./B.B.A./B.H.M./B.C.A./B.Sc. (FAD)  
Examination, November/December 2015  
(Fresh + Repeaters) (2014-15 and Onwards)  
(CBCS)  
ADDITIONAL ENGLISH – I

Time : 3 Hours  Max. Marks : 70

Instruction: Answer all questions.

I. A) Correct the errors in the following sets of sentences and rewrite:  
(2x5=10)

1) i) The car is invented about a hundred years ago.
   ii) The class is been cancelled.

2) i) That is something I cannot agree.
   ii) You look like your mother does.

3) i) She doesn’t has to like me.
   ii) Will you got me a cup of tea?

4) i) I see a movie yesterday.
   ii) I cook my breakfast tomorrow.

5) i) He is a engineer.
   ii) Tom bought the new camera.

B) Read the following passage and answer the questions asked:

There have been instances when dangerous components have been knowingly used and Doctors too, had been indifferent. They are not worries about the side-effects. Traditional medicine can also be dangerous. The weakness of our country in its failure to regulate alternate medicines, the absence of a system to control quality and registration for drugs is a gaping hole in the fabric of safety. The drug inspectors need to be qualitatively and quantitatively strengthened and The Drugs and Cosmetics Act must be widened to include traditional medicine.

P.T.O.
1) Read the meanings given below. Now, find one word from the passage to replace the description:  
   i) part of something  
   ii) passed down from generation to generation  
   iii) act of recording details in a book.  
   (1×3=3)  

2) Use the following words in sentences of your own:  
   i) quality  
   ii) quantity.  
   (1×2=2)  

C) Prepare two attention grabbing slogans for the following situations:  
   i) ‘Saying NO to Drugs’ campaign.  
   ii) ‘Each one teach one’ campaign.  
   OR  

Write a suitable caption:  
   i) discouraging female infanticide.  
   ii) promoting ‘Everyday Yoga’ campaign.  
   (2.5×2=5)  

II. A) Answer any five questions in one or two sentences each:  
   (2×5=10)  

1) Give two reasons stated by Shobhaa De for her generation choosing life partners of their choice.  

2) Whom does the singer blame for her loss in The Winner Takes It All?  

3) What did Dr. Flint write in the note that he pressed into Jacob’s hand?  

4) Name the two men in Umas’ life who played a significant role in her life with reference to her exercise book.  

5) Why does Lincoln request the teacher to teach his son to have sublime faith in himself?  

6) What does Buchwald suggest to make a tourist’s trip to Central Park seem worthwhile?  

7) Who is Kong Sarith?  

8) Who are the brigands the poet refers to in the poem Africa?
B) Answer any four questions in about a page each: \((5 \times 4 = 20)\)

1) What role is expected of parents and family of a person (who had opted for love marriage) whose marriage is on the rocks?

2) Shobhaa De states that the new generation has found a perfect compromise when it comes to marriage. Substantiate with reference to *Love vs Arranged: Pyar Kiya To Darna Kya*.

3) Narrate what happened in the study for Jacob to state that “Hate was an atmosphere of Hell” in *The Lover*.

4) What does Lincoln comment about the harsh lessons from people in the poem *Abraham Lincoln’s Letter to His Son’s Teacher*.

5) How did Pyarimohanan come to know about Uma being able to read and write and why did it disturb him?

6) What suggestions does Buchwald offer in *The Tourists Are Coming* for the Americans to finally get their turn to say to a French driver: Here’s a dollar. Buy your family a good meal.

7) What are the wrongs that have stained the glorious original ideas of Americans in the poem *America* by Angelou?

C) Answer any two questions in about two pages each: \((10 \times 2 = 20)\)

1) Abba’s song *The Winner Takes It All* views rejection in love as a game. Explain.

2) Enumerate Sudha Murthy’s interactions with the people she encounters in the Sahyadri hills and their reactions too.

3) Narrate the trail of events in *Stories in Stone* that led to Sarith finally escaping death.